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minutes)part i: dialogue communication (10 minutes, 10 points, 1

for each)section a dialogue completiondirection: in this section, you

will read 5 short incomplete dialogues between two speakers, each

followed by 4 choices marked a, b, c, and d. choose the answer that

best suits the situation to complete the dialogue by marking the

corresponding letter with a single bar across the square brackets on

your machine-scoring answer sheet.1. a: sunshine motel. may i help

you?b: __________a. all right. my name is david jones and my room

number is 103.b. yes. we need a double room for this weekend.c.

thank you. i’d like to make a long distance call to new zealand.d.

sorry. i don’t think you can help us. thank you anyway.2. a: may i

see your driving license and vehicle registration card, please?b:

__________a. ok. but i was driving at 60 miles per hour.b. sorry,

please don’t write me a ticket.c. sure. did i do anything wrong?d.

yes. but i don’t think i’m a bad driver.3. a: could you please make

up this prescription for me?b: __________a. no. you need to see a

doctor first.b. yes. you can buy the medicine from the drugstore at

the corner.c. well. it is prescribed clearly in that book.d. certainly. i

’ll do it for you right away.4. a: do you know that the hot dog did

not originate in the united states, but in germany?b: __________a.

yes. they even have something similar to it in finland. it is made out

of reindeer meat.b. yes. the hot dog in united states was originally



transferred from germany.c. yes. the hot dog in germany was the

original one.d. yes. people in germany don’t quite like hot dogs as

people in united states.5. a: how was the job interview? i think you

make a good journalist.b: __________a. well. my application was

turned down. they were looking for people with experience.b. well. i

gave it up as i was a journalist.c. well. the interview is ok, but i want to

be a journalist.d. well. the people interviewed were not very
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